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Rolling out Color for Printing

Gamblin Relief Inks are designed to suit the specific requirements needed for monotype printing.
Their unique softer body and high pigment load allow them to be rolled out in thinner applications with
greater color intensity, particularly as you print multiple layers of color.
You can also mix Gamblin Relief ink with Gamblin Artist Grade Oils to create an even wider range of
color. When mixing oil paint with relief ink, it may be necessary to add plate oil and/or tack reducer as
the oil paint and ink have different viscosities. If you decide to use paint directly from the tube, we
suggest that you mix the oil paint with Gamblin Burnt Plate Oil #000, to lower the viscosity and
improve the printing capabilities of the paint. Burnt plate oils are raw linseed oils that have been
heated to change their molecular structure so that the oil does not affect the permanence of the paper
fibers. Do not use Linseed Oil to thin oil paint, as the Linseed Oil will adversely affect the paper fibers
over time.

Paper
There are two types of printmaking papers usually used in monotype: sized and unsized. Sizing is a
material, usually a starch, that is added to paper to regulate how that paper absorbs moisture.
Sized printmaking papers usually contain more sizing inside and less on the surface. In order for the
paper to print properly, the paper fibers will need to be softened. This is usually done by soaking the
paper in water and then blotting, prior to printing. Examples of printmaking papers that contain sizing
are Rives BFK, Arches Cover, Fabriano Tiepolo, Magnani Pescia, Somerset, Stonehenge. An
example of a printmaking paper that does not contain sizing is Arches 88. This paper must be printed
when dry and should never get wet.

Creating the Image
Tools
Mark-making in monotype is vast and exciting. Any tool that can be used to apply or manipulate ink
can produce an interesting effect. The tools used will reflect the two basic approaches to drawing for
monotype: Additive or Reductive.
Applying materials directly to the printing element is called an Additive Approach. Ink can be applied
in a painterly fashion with a myriad of tools. This is known as working into a “light field” because
your direct mark making creates the positive image. When working in the Additive Method, stiff
brushes such as hog-bristle and brayers can all be used to apply ink or paint to the printing surface.
The Reductive Approach is essentially the opposite. Known as working from a “dark field”, ink is
first applied to the printing element and then removed to create the image. A soft rubber brayer is
best for even distributions of ink. Shop rags, Q-tips, stiff-bristled brushes, and silicone wedges are all
great for moving ink.
The mark-making possibilities are endless!

Reductive monotype by Scott Gellatly. Printed with Gamblin Portland Black Etching Ink

Chatting with Joel Peck
D: What kind of ink do you use?
J: We use oil based relief ink. It typically doesn’t need any sort of modifications, and is good
right out of the can.
We LOVE Gamblin Relief inks for both woodcuts AND monotype.
D: Do you use metal or plexiglas as your printing plate? What do you prefer for Reductive Drawing
with Monotypes?
J: We work on clear plexiglass, with slightly beveled edges. It’s window plexiglass purchased
from menards. I like it because it’s clear and students can draw on the back with a sharpie, or
just tape a drawing to the back. And they can see through it (light table might be necessary in
some cases depending on how much ink is on the face). We do use old ripped up t-shirt rags
material and throw them away. Paper towels and Q-tips can be used as well.
D: Any other tips or suggestions for art teachers?
J: My advanced students are working on multiple drop color monotypes right now, where
they do a new layer monotype for each color and re-drop the prints over each layer. This is
where clear plexi comes in handy as the sharpie drawing on the back is used as a guide for
each color layer.

Images provided by Joel Peck; his students doing multiple drop color monotypes at Elgin Community College

D: Dawn Cavanaugh, Art Department Chair, Sycamore School District #427
J: Joel Peck, Professor of Art, Art Department Coordinator, Elgin Community College

Awesome Printmaking Ideas From Our Middle School Team
Concept idea: Identity through Text
Materials suggestions: acrylic paints (we love the Blickrylic neons!), embroidery floss, needles,
brushes
Create a monoprint background using colors that student identifies with. Reference color/emotion
charts.
Sketch out text and stitch in word!
Ideas for use in other class subjects…
Science: replicate cellular structures, replicate observations found under a microscope after
experiment of bacteria swabs or other testing
English/Literature: create a visual interpretation of a poem or narrative

